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ABSTRACT Cells often communicate by
means of periodic signals, as exempli-
fied by a large number of hormones
and by the aggregation of Dictyoste-
lium discoideum amebas in response to
periodic pulses of cyclic AMP. Periodic
signaling allows bypassing the phe-
nomenon of desensitization brought
about by constant stimuli. To gain fur-
ther insight into the efficiency of pulsa-
tile signaling, we analyze the effect of
periodic stimulation on the dynamic
behavior of a receptor system capable
of desensitization toward its ligand. We
first show that the receptor system
adapts to square-wave stimuli, i.e., the
response eventually reaches a steady,
periodic pattern after a transient
phase. By analyzing the dependence of
the response on the characteristics of
the square-wave stimulation, we show
that there exist a waveform and a
period of that signal that result in maxi-
mum responsiveness of the target sys-
tem. Similar results are obtained when
the signal takes the more realistic form
of a periodically repeated stimulation
followed by exponential decay of the
ligand. The results are discussed with
respect to the role of pulsatile secretion
of gonadotropin-releasing hormone
(GnRH) by the hypothalamus and of
periodic signaling by cyclic AMP pulses
in Dictyostelium. The analysis accounts
for the existence, in both cases, of an
optimal frequency and waveform of the
periodic stimulus that correspond to
maximum target cell responsiveness.
INTRODUCTION
The regulation of cellular functions is largely accom-
plished through intercellular signaling. Thus, the binding
of a hormone, neurotransmitter, or other ligand to recep-
tors on target cells is an interaction of fundamental
importance. A conspicuous property of this kind of inter-
action is its specificity. As pointed out by Weiss (1947)
and also emphasized by Monod (1947), in spite of the
widely different connotations of the word, any kind of
specificity must, of necessity, be associated with a partic-
ular, "specific" pattern in space or time, or both. How-
ever, the understanding of the physical basis of specificity
has so far mainly been restricted to the exploration of the
molecular configurations, i.e., of spatial patterns only.
Recent experimental results have revealed that beside this
ligand specificity, the specific temporal pattern of stimu-
lation is also of primary importance in many signal
transduction systems where the conformational mutual fit
of ligand with receptor alone cannot totally account for
the observed specificity. This is particularly striking in
the case of pulsatile hormone secretion, as exemplified by
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)-stimulated
gonadotropin release. A pulsatile GnRH stimulus charac-
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terized by quite specific frequency, amplitude, and wave-
form is indeed required for normal reproductive activity
in mammals (Belchetz et al., 1978; Knobil, 1980; Wildt et
al., 1981; Pohl et al., 1983).
This temporal specificity of the stimulation pattern
adds a new dimension, as pointed out by Knobil (1981), to
our understanding of intercellular communication. As a
matter of fact, the central nervous system controls fertil-
ity through alterations in the frequency of GnRH
secretion (Karsch, 1987). Furthermore, a group of repro-
ductive failures are classified according to the frequency
or amplitude deviations of "wrong" signals from the
adequate one (Wagner, 1985; Santoro et al., 1986). The
list of systems exhibiting this kind of temporal specificity
is rapidly growing, ranging from cyclic AMP (cAMP)
signaling in the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoi-
deum (Wurster, 1982; Goldbeter, 1987; Martiel and
Goldbeter, 1987) to pulsatile patterns of hormone
secretion observed for GnRH (Knobil, 1980), insulin or
glucagon (Matthews et al., 1983; Verdin et al., 1984;
Komjati et al., 1986), human pancreatic growth hor-
mone-releasing factor (hpGRF) (Borges et al., 1984;
Bassett and Gluckman, 1986), human corticotropin-
releasing hormone (hCRH) (Avgerinos et al., 1986),
arginine vasopressin (AVP) (Weitzman et al., 1977; Katz
et al., 1979; Redekopp et al., 1986), thyrotropin (TSH)
(Brabant et al., 1987), and arginine vasotocin (AVT)
(Eggena, 1987). Modulation of intercellular communica-
tion by changes in temporally organized signals also
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occurs in the nervous system, where part of the informa-
tion is carried by the pattern of electrical spikes (see
Cazalis et al., 1985, for an example related to neuropep-
tide release).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the physical
mechanisms responsible for temporal specificity in inter-
cellular communication. We shall focus our analysis on
pulsatile patterns of hormone secretion and on pulsatile
cAMP signaling in Dictyostelium, and will determine
possible molecular bases of temporal specificity in these
systems. Our goal is to demonstrate how the waveform
and frequency of pulsatile signaling influence cellular
responsiveness. A thorough understanding of this
dynamic aspect of ligand-receptor interactions is clearly
required for reaching a comprehensive view of signal
transduction processes.
To determine the influence of the temporal pattern of
stimulation on the cellular response, we shall use a model
of a receptor system whose activity is triggered upon
binding of a ligand. Prolonged incubation with the ligand
induces desensitization, owing to the ligand-induced tran-
sition of the receptor into a less active state. A mathemat-
ical model of this kind has been developed through a series
of experimental and theoretical studies initially devoted
to bacterial chemotaxis (Macnab and Koshland, 1972;
Koshland, 1977; Goldbeter and Koshland, 1982) and
further analyzed in the context of exact sensory adapta-
tion to constant stimuli (Segel et al., 1986; Knox et al.,
1986).
Adaptation to continuous stimulation, which makes the
system sensitive only to changes in ligand concentration,
is closely associated with the phenomenon of temporal
specificity. Both adaptation and the effect of various
patterns of signaling can be studied in the same theoreti-
cal framework, as a function of the kinetic parameters
governing receptor desensitization and resensitization.
After presenting the model in Section 1, we obtain in
Section 2 the response (expressed below in terms of some
activity generated by the receptor system) to periodic
stimuli which take the simple form of square-wave pulses.
We then show that adaptation which occurs after a step
increase in ligand (Segel et al., 1986) also occurs in the
case of repetitive, pulsatile signaling: it takes then a
characteristic time for the system to reach a steady
pulsatile response. In Section 3, we demonstrate that the
system exhibits temporal specificity toward signal fre-
quency and waveform, that is, there exist an optimum
frequency and an optimum waveform of the signal that
result in maximum cellular responsiveness.
More realistic stimuli taking into account an exponen-
tial decrease of the ligand are considered in Section 4. We
show by numerical simulations that an optimal pattern of
stimulation also exists in these conditions, as in the case of
square-wave stimuli.
An important conclusion of the analysis is that pulsatile
patterns of intercellular communication are more effi-
cient than continuous stimulation in systems which adapt
to constant stimuli. Not all periodic patterns of stimula-
tion, however, are equivalent as there exists a unique
pattern that maximizes cellular responsiveness. In Sec-
tion 5, we discuss how the results apply to the release of
gonadotropins by the pituitary in response to pulses of
GnRH delivered by the hypothalamus at a specific fre-
quency. We also show how the analysis accounts for the
existence of an optimal frequency of stimulation by
cAMP pulses in Dictyostelium cells.
1. Model and kinetic equations
The model considered (Fig. 1) is that proposed by Segel et
al. (1986) in the study of exact sensory adaptation. In this
model, two receptor conformational states can transform
into each other either through covalent modification or
through simple conformational change. In either case,
these correspond to nondesensitized (R) and desensitized
(D) receptor states which differ by their capability of
eliciting a cellular response upon binding of the ligand.
Both receptor states combine with the ligand L to form
the complexes RL( X) and DL(- Y), thus creating a
distribution among the four receptor species, while the
L+ R± D+L
L(t) = L(t+T) klt 'k DL A(t) cellular
k2 response
RL DL
ligand receptor system activity
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the receptor "box" subjected to the pulsatile ligand stimulus L(t), that produces the periodic activity A(t)
associated with some cellular response. The interconversion between the two free receptor forms R and D, and the two liganded forms RL and DL are
shown; the forms D and DL represent the desensitized state of the receptor. The kinetic coefficients for the receptor desensitization and for the ligand
binding steps are indicated as well as the activity coefficients a,(i - 1, 2, 3, 4) that weight the contributions of the four receptor states to the activity.
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total concentration of receptor RT(= [R] + [X] + [Y] +
[D]) remains fixed.
Binding of the ligand elicits the cellular response. The
nature of this response as well as the precise manner by
which it is linked to ligand binding differ from one
particular system to another. In order to retain a charac-
ter of generality to the present analysis, we do not specify
at this stage either the nature of the response, or its
relation to receptor saturation. Therefore, following Segel
et al. (1986), we assume that the effect induced by the
stimulus is measured by a quantity called activity,
A = a,[R] + a2[X] + a3[Y] + a4[D], (1)
which is defined by Eq. 1 as a weighted linear combina-
tion of the concentrations of the four receptor states. The
weight coefficient ai(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) represents the corre-
sponding contribution of each receptor state to the
ligand-induced cellular activity. Examples of how the
activity may be related to the actual cellular response are
discussed by Segel et al. (1986) as well as in Section 5
below.
The differential equation governing the time evolution
of this system is (see also Segel et al., 1986):
dCd = K(L)C, (2)dt
where
r
x
C= ,)
y
Ld
possesses the highest activity coefficient a2; this produces
a "rapid" (compared with the slow receptor modification)
increase in the activity level. The subsequent modification
of X into Y, which state possesses a lower activity
coefficient (a3 << a2) results in a progressive drop in the
activity A. When conditions for exact adaptation are met
(see Appendix and Segel et al., 1986), the activity at
steady state returns to the prestimulus, basal value Ao =
a,R + a4D regardless of the stimulus magnitude.
When the ligand is applied periodically, system (2)
remains linear but with time-periodic coefficients, and
subjected to the constraint (3). The solution of system (2)
for the periodic stimulus L(t) = L(t + T) should also be
periodic with the same period T and should have the
following form according to Floquet theory (Cesari,
1971):
C(t) = exp (At) S(t) C(O), (5)
where S(t) = S(t + T) with S(O) = I, and A is some
time-independent matrix. For system (2) subjected to the
constraint (3), the term exp (At), which eventually
decreases to unity, governs the decrease in the amplitude
of C(t). Two kinds of processes thus occur concomitantly:
the adaptation described by the term exp (At), and the
steady periodic response represented by the term S(t).
2. Response and adaptation to
periodic, square-wave stimuli
In the present study, we first consider the square-wave
signal (see Fig. 2):
y(t) = yj if nT < t < nT + r
y(t) = -yo if nT + rl S t
k_ k
-k2- k-r k-2 °
k2 -k-2-k-d kdL
0 k-d -kI-kdL
andr [R]/RT,x [RL]/RT,y [DL]/RT,andd
[D]/RT are the concentrations of the four receptor states
scaled by the total concentration of the receptor, RT. Now
the conservation condition for the receptor and the defini-
tion of the scaled activity a = A/RT become
r + x +y + d=1; (3)
a(L) a,r + a2x + a3y + a4d. (4)
The model was proposed to account for the biphasic
response that follows a step increase in stimulus in many
sensory systems. In the absence of ligand, the contribution
of the R state of the receptor predominates over the
contribution of the less active D state (i.e., al > a4). Upon
increasing the level of ligand, theX state is formed, which
< nT + T, + ro = (n + 1)T, (6)
where X, + To = T, and yj's (8Lj/KR, KR8 kri
k,, j = O, 1) are the scaled ligand levels during the on-
phase (j = 1) and off-phase (j = 0, yj > yo) whose dura-
tions are denoted by rl and r0, respectively, and n = 1, 2,
3, ... represent the successive pulses in the repetitive
stimulation. From now on, the subscripts 1 and 0 will
always relate to the on-phase and the off-phase of the
stimulus, respectively. We assume that oy = 0 before the
onset of the signal.
Analytical solution for transient and
asymptotic behavior
The detailed behavior of the activity a in response to this
signal crucially depends on the time scale structure of the
responding system. Two intrinsic time scales can be
distinguished: the time that characterizes ligand binding,
and the time associated with receptor desensitization. If
the former exceeds the latter, no significant response
could be observed because the system would always be in
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an adapted state and therefore, would be unable to detect
abrupt changes in ligand concentration. Accordingly,
binding is usually much faster than adaptation. Under
such conditions, it is a good approximation to assume that
ligand binding is instantaneous compared with receptor
modification or conformational change. Under this sim-
plifying assumption to be retained in the present paper,
the system becomes one dimensional (Segel et al., 1986).
The time evolution of the four receptor states can be
expressed as a function of the evolution of either the
amount of receptor in active state, R -r + x, or the
amount of receptor in the inactive state, D d + y = 1 -
R. Focusing on D (or R) is justified by the fact that these
are the only quantities that behave continuously when the
stimulus switches between the on- and the off-phases; all
receptor concentrations can be obtained as a function of D
(or R) (see Appendix, and Segel et al., 1986).
In the case of square-wave stimulation (Eq. 6 and Fig.
2) we obtain the following solution for the total fraction of
desensitized receptor D(t) and the activity a(t) in each of
the successive phases of the periodic signal (see Appen-
dix):
DI(t) = Ds(yj) + [O7l -Dj(,y)] exp (- (j)) (7a)
aj= a(y) - P(1/j) [O7X_ -D,(yj)] exp ( T(eYj)) (7b)
where t1 = t - (n - 1) T- (1 -j)rl is the time in thejth
phase of the nth period; by this definition time tn is reset to
zero at the beginning of each phase of the signal.
In the above equations, n = 1, 2, 3, ... denote the
successive pulses in the repetitive response, and the sub-
script j represents the on (j = 1) and off (j = 0) phases
1Y(t)
w
I t
0 T 3T
within one signal period. 07 denotes the value of D at the
end of the nth on-phase and the beginning of the nth
off-phase, while 0O denotes the D value at the end of the
nth off-phase and the beginning of the (n + 1)th on-
phase; the detailed forms of these functions are given in
the Appendix. Appearing in Eqs. 7, a and b, are the
functions:
D(Qy) = U(y)(U(y) + V(8))-l
a,(,y) = R,(y)a(7) + D,(-y)b(,y)
(8)
(9)
(10)P(y) = a(y) - b('y)
Ta(7Y) = (U(y) + V(z)) 1 (1 1)
with
(
kI + k2Y
u(Y) _
+'1 7
k_ + k 2yc
a, + a2Y
a(z)-=
1 +7
a4 + a3yc
1 + c
(12a)
(12b)
(13a)
(13b)
where c KR/KD, KD k-d/kd; D&('y), a,Qy) are the
steady-state values of D and a after adaptation to a
constant stimulus y. In the case of exact adaptation (see
Eq. A.5 in the Appendix, and Segel et al., 1986), the
activity always returns to the same value at steady state,
regardless of the level of the constant stimulus: a,(yj) =
as( = 0) = ao (j = 0, 1) where a0 = Ao/RT is the
normalized basal activity of the system in the absence of
ligand L. In such a situation, the asymptotic activity is the
same for both phases of the pulsatile stimulus. In the
absence of exact adaptation, a&yo) a,(,y1) ao.
The quantity Ta(Y) given by Eq. 11 is the adaptation
time for the constant stimulus y; it contains the contribu-
tion u(y) of receptor desensitization as well as the contri-
bution v(y) of the reverse process of receptor resensitiza-
tion. Finally, P('y) (Eq. 10) can be viewed (see Eq. 9) as
the difference between the apparent weights a(zy) and
b(y) associated with the contributions of active and
desensitized receptor states to the activity.
Adaptation to periodic stimuli
Shown in Fig. 3 are a typical time course of the activity of
the receptor system triggered by a periodic square-wave
stimulus, as well as the accompanying change in the
fraction of desensitized receptor, D. A process of adapta-
tion (dotted curves in Fig. 3) begins at the onset of the
pulsatile signal. The system eventually reaches a steady,
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FIGURE 2. Square-wave periodic signal defined by Eq. 6. Tl and To
represent, respectively, the duration of each stimulation (on-phase) and
the time interval between stimulations (off-phase). 'y, is the ligand level
during the on-phase; 'yo is the background ligand concentration during
the off-phase. The period of the stimulus is T = T1 + To.
I . I - I It--It - - 'lo--i-- T 8-
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FIGURE 3. A typical activity curve (middle pane
periodic square-wave stimulus (lower Danel) is show'
time evolution of the fraction of desensitized receptor (Y + D)/RT (top
panel). The parameters are: a, = 20, a4 = 1, a3 = 10, a2 = 85.1667 (units
of the activity coefficients are not specified as they depend on the nature
of the cellular response triggered by the activity; see discussion); k1 -
0.004 min ', k
-l 0.02 min ', k2 0.02 min', k 2 0.002 min -; k, -
1 gMM'min-', k_, 25 min', kd = 2,M'min-', k-d = 1 min'; yo -
0.1, - 20, rx= 20 min, ro 80 min; the system is subjected to the
conditions for exact adaptation (A.5a, b) with c - KI/K2 = 50. The
shaded area is defined as the integrated activity aT.
periodic response generally characterized by a reduced
amplitude.
The study of the long-term influence of the pulsatile
stimulus on the response is meaningful only after the
transient phase is completed and the steady response
pattern is obtained. Before characterizing the asymptotic
response, we shall first analyse the transient process. The
time scale Tp characterizing the adaptation to periodic
stimuli is (see Eq. A. 15, a and b, in Appendix):
T 1 +,3
(0 + WI T31(70) + Ta (I )
1+
U(Yo) + V(Yo) + (U(yl) + V('yj ))W (1)
where T(=To + T1) is the signal period; wj T r/Ta ('yj)
(j = 0, 1), ,B-r1/lo is the ratio between the durations of
the on- and off-phases; Ta(yj)(j = 0, 1), defined by Eq.
11, is the adaptation time of the system in response to the
constant stimulus = yj.
What is surprising is that besides the amplitude of the
signal, only the waveform of the stimulus characterized
by the ratio , but not its period, influences the adaptation
to pulsatile stimuli. When ro = 0, the signal reduces to a
step increase in ligand to y = yl, and we recover p=
Ta(yl) from Eq. 14. Similarly, when T1 = 0, the signal
reduces to the onset of a constant stimulus y = 'y, and
TI= Ta('yo). Therefore, if Ta('yl) > Ta(yo), rT will increase
... ,,* from Ta(yo) to Ta(yl) as a increases from zero to infinity; if
r,a('yi) <Ta(Yo), TIp will decrease as increases.
The influence of the signal amplitude 6t = 8I - -to and
of the background level of ligand yo on rsis more subtle.
What one can say is that, if k1 > k2 and k-I > k_2, rP
increases as the signal amplitude 6'y or the background
ligand level 'yo increases; on the contrary, the reverse
occurs if k1 < k2 and k_ < k-2. In other situations, Tp
changes biphasically when the stimulus amplitude or the
background ligand level increases progressively (Fig. 4).
On the other hand, an increase in any one of the four
parameters ki, k-i(i = 1, 2) will cause a decrease in the
adaptation time Tp, as shown by Eqs. 12 and 14.
600 800 Obviously, a longer adaptation time Tp means a slower
transient process. We may, alternatively, define the rate
of adaptation as the rate of decrease in amplitude of a(t)
?l) generated by a or D(t) during each period, for both the on- and off-phases
n. together with the of the stimulus, as follows:
OJ --I
ni JAi,=on+1I ojn
E
CL
c
0
0.
0.
~0
(i=0, 1).
-2 -1 0 1
Amplitude of stimulation ,6Y (log)
(15)
FIGURE 4. The adaptation time Tp (in min) of the receptor system (Eq.
14) in response to a square-wave, periodic stimulus is drawn as a
function of the signal amplitude by. The fixed background ligand level
is: y0 = 0.01. Other parameters are: xr - 6 min,To = 54 min, K, = 5, K2 =
0.1, c - KI/K2 - 50; moreover, k, = 0.01 min-', k2 = 0.008 min-' for
curve 1; k, = 0.004 min-', k2 = 0.02 min-' for curve 2; and k, = 0.001
min-', k2 - 0.08 min-' for curve 3.
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A simple calculation shows (see Appendix) that
A =A;= An = e*+@' > I (for all n 2). (16)
What is interesting is that the adaptation rate is always
the same during all periods and for both the two phases.
By comparison of Eqs. 14 and 16, we obtain Eq. 17:
T
Log (A) = w0 + w1 = rj'(yo)ro + rT'(y1)r1 = . (17)
All the above discussions of the adaptation time rp can
equally apply here to the adaptation rate A by just
noticing that an increase in the adaptation time corre-
sponds to an exponential decrease in the adaptation rate.
The difference is that the former is only influenced by the
waveform (characterized by the ratio ,B) of the stimulus
but not by the signal period T for a fixed value of 1l, while
the latter is influenced by both the waveform and the
period of the stimulus. From Eq. 17, any increase (de-
crease) in T, either through an increase (decrease) in r0 or
T1 or both, will cause an exponential increase (decrease) in
the adaptation rate.
The above analysis of the transient phase yields four
results that are important not only for the process of
adaptation in sensory and hormonal systems, but also for
the related process of tolerance to drug delivery (Peter et
al., 1987): (1) The adaptation time and adaptation rate of
the receptor system in response to a pulsatile stimulus are
determined not only by the system itself but also by the
background ligand level, the amplitude, the period and
the waveform of the stimulus. (2) Changes in the parame-
ters governing the receptor desensitization and resensiti-
zation, ki, k-i(i = 1, 2) can markedly alter the tendency
of changes in the adaptation time and rate as a function of
the ratio between the on-phase and the off-phase of the
signal, and the background ligand level. (3) Biphasic
changes in the adaptation time (or rate) may occur in
response to monotonic changes in stimulus amplitude and
background ligand level. (4) The adaptation time is only
sensitive to changes in the signal waveform but not to the
period of the pulsatile stimulus.
The asymptotic expressions for the fully adapted activ-
ity and fraction of desensitized receptor are obtained from
Eq. 7, a and b, in the limit n -- 00. Then, the adapted
solutions within each phase of the period are given by Eq.
18,aandb:
D7(t) =D5(yj) + (-1)jQ(yl,ryo)Gjexp (- T( )) ( 8a)
KW(t) = a5('yj)
-(-1 )jQ(yl, yo)P(yj)Gjexp t , (18b)T.(-Yj)/
e*+" - e'j A - e@
j e"+wl- 1 A - 1 (19)
and
Q(my, -o) -D5(eyl) -D,(yo) (20)
Here j = 0, 1 again represents the solution in the off- and
on-phases, and time is restricted to the range 0 tj < rj
since the solutions are time periodic. These asymptotic
solutions allow us to study the long-term influence of the
pulsatile signal on the activity of the receptor system.
Dose-response curves for periodic stimuli
Four characteristics of the periodic signal influence the
response of the receptor system. Beside the waveform and
frequency, which will be considered in Section 3, the
background level and the amplitude of the stimulus
control the magnitude of the response. This dependence is
best displayed in dose-response curves which are the
counterpart, for periodic signals, of the dose-response
curves established for a single step-increase in stimulus.
To quantify the long-term effect of periodic stimuli, we
need some measure based on the activity (implicit here is
the assumption, further discussed below, that the cellular
response is positively correlated with such measure). For
the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict our analysis to the
case of exact adaptation for which a8(,yj) = a0 (j = 0, 1);
the exact adaptation conditions selected for illustrative
purpose will be those of Eqs. A.5a and A.5b, which relate
to the case of a simple receptor conformational change.
Then, the basal activity a0 provides a unique reference
value. Although analytical expressions become more com-
plicated, the analysis should yield quantitatively similar
results when partial rather than exact adaptation occurs,
i.e., when a,Qyj) differs but remains close to a0.
As a first approach, we consider the amplitude of the
activity, aMj, defined as the difference between the maxi-
mum (minimum) activity at the onset of the on- (off-)
phase and the basal activity (represented by the dashed
line in Fig. 3), and the integrated activity aTj for each
phase (j = 0, 1). The integrated activity measures the
area surrounded by the activity curve and the basal
activity line. Similar quantities have been studied by
Segel et al. (1986) and Knox et al. (1986) for the case of a
step increase in ligand. For the periodic stimulus, these
quantities are given, according to Eq. 18, a and b, by Eqs.
21 and 22:
aMj= a7(t = 0) -ca = (-1)' jQ(,y1,y0O)P('yj)Gj (21)
aTj fI [a7(t) - ao] dt = Ta(yj)amj(l - e-J)
= (-1)'jTa(Yj)Q(,Yl yo)P(,y)r(wo, WI)
= (-1) iQ(yl, yo)F(yj)T(coo, w1), (22)
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where
F(yj) -Ta(yj)P(yj) (23)
sinh sinh(e - i)(e"'-1) 2 2 (24)
sinh 2
In these equations, Q(yl, 'yo) represents the difference
between the levels of modified receptor at steady state for
constant stimuli Oy and yo (see Eq. 20); F('y) is the
product of the adaptation time by function P('y) which
measures the difference between the contributions of the
unmodified and modified receptor states to the activity
(see Eq. 10).
The two quantities aM and aT reflect different aspects
of the system's activity after adaptation to the periodic
stimulus. The former may be important to processes
requiring a high maximum activity level, even of brief
duration, above some threshold, while the latter may be
useful for processes demanding a long duration of supra-
threshold activity. However, they are closely related as
shown by Eqs. 21 and 22. The integrated activity aTj at
each phase is the product of the amplitude aMj by the
corresponding adaptation time Ta(,y) and by the factor
(1 - exp (-wj)). Particularly, when both phases are very
long, i.e., if r0, T,- cc, then Gj = 1, exp (-wj) = 0, and
= 1, so that Eqs. 21 and 22 reduce to the activity
amplitude and integrated activity corresponding to a step
increase irr ligand from yo to y,. In that case, the
integrated activity aTtp is just the product of the adapta-
tion time T, by the corresponding maximum activity
aMstep.
We shall determine the maximum amplitude and inte-
grated activity only for the on-phase (j = 1) in which the
activity remains above the basal level, ao. Such a situation
amounts to consider that this basal activity level repre-
sents a threshold that must be exceeded for a physiolog-
ical response to be triggered. This hypothesis ensures that
no response is observed in the absence of stimulus, and
that a response is triggered during the on-phase of stimu-
lation. Thus, we shall only take into account suprabasal
activity levels which, in the case of the square-wave
stimulus, only appear during the on-phase of the signal.
We rewrite Eqs. 21 and 22, for the on-phase only, as
aM
- aMl aiM tp(yO, y1y) GI(wo, w1) (25)
I-
:I,.
0,
._
cm
0SE
-3 -2 -I 0 1 2
Amplitude of stimulus,6,Y(log)
FIGURE 5. Dose-response curve for the adapted integrated activity aT
as a function of the amplitude of the square-wave stimulus. The dotted
curve yields the corresponding integrated activity (on a scale eight times
larger than that indicated) in response to a step increase in ligand with
the same amplitude. The background ligand level is taken as Yo = 0.001.
Parameter values are the same as in Fig. 3, with T, = 6 min, 0 = 54
min.
are respectively the maximum activity and the integrated
activity in response to a corresponding step increase in
ligand from yo to y1. From Eqs. 25 and 26, we clearly see
that the maximum activity and the integrated activity in
response to repetitive square-wave stimulation only differ
from those in response to a step increase in ligand by the
functions G1 (Eq. 19) and r (Eq. 24) which mainly carry
the information related to the period and waveform of the
signal (see next section).
The influence of the amplitude of the stimulus is shown
in Fig. 5 in the form of a dose-response curve obtained at
constant background stimulus level and constant period
2._
20
~0
la
S
-C
-3 -2 -I 0
Background ligond level, 'Y (log)
2
CaT - aTI = aTTt5,(YO, 'YI)(wO WI) l
where
aM,tAP(0,^y ) 9 Q(7o1)l)p(-Y )
aT,tp('Yo, 1) - Ta(7l)aNp(yo, 71)
(26)
FIGURE 6. Desensitization due to background ligand level. The adapted
integrated activity aT over one period is shown as a function of the level
of ligand during the off-phase of stimulation. As in Fig. 5, the dotted
(27) curve corresponds to the case of a step increase in ligand, and is drawn
with a scale eight times that indicated. The fixed signal amplitude is
(28) 5'y = 20; other parameter values are as in Fig. 5.
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for the integrated activity. The effect of preincubation at
various background levels y0 on aT (Eq. 26) in response to
a square-wave stimulation of given amplitude and fre-
quency is shown in Fig. 6. The fact that the integrated
activity decreases as the background level of ligand rises
originates from the progressive desensitization of the
receptor induced by the ligand. For comparison, the
corresponding curves for a step increase in ligand are
drawn as dotted lines in Figs. 5 and 6. These figures show
that the dose-response behavior of the receptor system
and the influence of prior incubation with ligand are
qualitatively the same in the two situations. Similar
results are obtained for the maximum activity aM (Eq.
25).
In both Figs. 5 and 6, the integrated activity for one
activity pulse appears to be much smaller for the periodic
stimulus than for the single-step increase in ligand. This
results from the fact that the integrated activity over a
period of the square-wave stimulus depends on the dura-
tion of the on-phase which is of 6 min only in the example
considered, while for the case of a single step-increase, the
integration time is from zero to infinity.
3. Temporal specificity towards
periodic stimuli: signal frequency
and waveform yielding maximum
responsiveness
To determine the influence of the signal frequency and
waveform on cellular responsiveness, we now fix the
background ligand level and signal amplitude, and focus
our attention on the effect of parameters r0 and r1. In
order to guarantee a significant activity, we select from
the dose-response curves obtained in Section 2 a pair of
values of the background ligand level ('yo) and of the
ligand concentrations during the stimulation ('y1) that
produce a close to maximum activity. Numerical studies
indicate that the results do not change significantly when
choosing values of yj that produce less than maximum
activity.
The activity amplitude aM and integrated activity aT
have been introduced above as two quantitative measures
of the long-term effect of pulsatile stimuli. It is easy to see
in Eqs. 25 and 26 that, if y1 and y0 are fixed, the activity
amplitude aM and the integrated activity aT are pro-
portional to G1 and r, respectively. One can show by
straightforward derivation of Eq. 19 that 0G1/Tro > 0,
0G lT1,j < 0. Therefore, we know that the longer (short-
er) the off- (on-) phase duration rO(r1), the larger the
activity amplitude aM. On the other hand, an increase in
r0 or Tr will cause an increase in the integrated activity aT
since Or/O9j > 0 (j = 0, 1).
If we consider the influence of the signal period
T(=ro + T1) and waveform #(=T1/ro), the following
result holds for the integrated activity:
OaT aTsftp
OT (I +(3)
Ta-I(-foe(e 1)2 + -Ta-I(,y,) (3e,(e" 1)2(et+@-1)2 > 0 (29a)
OaT aTt,.pT
0(3(1 )+02
Tal(yl)ewl(e( 1)2 - Tra (YO) e^(e" - 1)2
(29b)
where w0 = TO/Ta(yO) = T/[Ta(,yO)(1 + f)], and
WI = TI/Ta(TI) = T13/[Ta(Ti)(1 + ,B)].
Expression 29b indicates that the derivative can vanish,
so that aT passes through an extremum as a function of 13.
Further differentiation of Eq. 29b for fixed signal period
T will show that this extremum is a maximum which
corresponds to an optimum waveform ,B* determined by
OaT coshwo0-1
CI cosh w - 1' (30)
where Pa is a constant equal to the ratio of adaptation
times Ta(yl)/T(yo). The existence of an optimum wave-
form maximizing the integrated activity is shown in Fig.
7, where aT iS plotted as a function of the ratio = T, /ro.
In Fig. 8, the optimum ratio ,B* is plotted as a function
of the desensitization parameter k2 (curve a) and of the
resensitization parameter k_ (curve b). These two curves
are obtained by solving Eq. 30 for 13* as indicated in
Appendix. Curve a indicates that larger values of the
desensitization constant k2 correspond to lower values of
j3*, while curve b shows that f3* rises when the resensitiza-
tion constant k-1 increases; the dependence on k2 is,
75
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FIGURE 7. Optimal waveform of the square-wave stimulus. The
adapted integrated activity aT is shown as a function of the ratio , -
Tl/To for a fixed signal period. The curve shows the existence of a
particular value of ,@ (-0. 1) which yields maximum integrated activity.
The parameter values are: T - 60 min, K, - 10, K2 - 0.1, c - K,/K2 -
100, k, -0.00195 min-', k2 - 0.645 min'; 'yo -0.001,7y - 20; a, - 20,
a2- 101, a3 = 10, a4 1.
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FIGURE 8. The optimum waveform ,B* is drawn as a function of the
desensitization parameter k2 (curve a), and of resensitization parameter
k_, (curve b). For curve a, k = 0.0195 min-'; for curve b, k2 - 0.645
min-'; other parameter values are the same as in Fig. 7.
however, stronger than that on k_1. These results can
readily be explained by noticing the antagonistic effects
of k_ and k2 on d*: the duration ro of the off-phase
required for restoration of full responsiveness decreases as
k_ I increases, while the duration r, of the on-phase should
decrease with increasing k2 in order to avoid desensitiza-
tion. Therefore, the optimum ratio A3* = rT /T* should
respectively increase or decrease as k_ I or k2 increases.
So far, we have shown that there exists an optimal
waveform characterized by a certain ratio i1/mr that
maximizes the integrated activity over a period. The
question arises as to whether there exists a particular
value of the period of signaling corresponding to a couple
of values for Tj and T0, that also yields maximum
integrated activity. This cannot happen for aT since Eq.
29a shows that this quantity will always increase when rT
and T0, i.e., T, rise. In the limit, a single response of
maximum amplitude and maximum integrated activity
will be elicited when the period of stimulation becomes
very large.
From a physiological point of view, however, we may
feel that the definition of cellular responsiveness in terms
of aT only is incomplete. Cellular responsiveness should
indeed take into account the magnitude of integrated
activity (aT) as well as the number of activity pulses in a
given time interval. Therefore, we shall now consider a
measure of responsiveness that encompasses these two
aspects of the activity changes generated by the periodic
stimulus. Such a measure is provided by the dimension-
less quantity aR defined by Eq. 31 as the product of two
terms:
aIT atT T.a("I)i)amse
aR .T = MsteP2 (31)
aT,tep T T
where aMstep and aTSt,p are defined by Eqs. 27 and 28,
respectively.
The first term in Eq. 31, related to the magnitude of the
integrated activity, is the ratio aT/aTSt,p, which scales the
integrated activity during one pulse of the periodic stimu-
lus with respect to the integrated activity corresponding to
a step increase in ligand of the same amplitude. The
second is the period average of the integrated activity,
aTT/T, which takes not only r1 but also the off-phase
duration r0 directly into account; this is easily seen by
noticing that in a given time interval t = nT, this quantity
will yield the total integrated activity naT in that time
interval.
We shall broadly refer to aR as cellular responsiveness
although we are aware that this quantity provides only a
crude, however general, measure not based on an explicit
mechanism for coupling the intracellular response to
ligand binding.
To determine whether an optimum in cellular respon-
siveness exists, we differentiate aR with respect to
rj(j = 0, 1) to obtain Eq. 32:
oaR aTsp
Orj (To+T1)(e'+"' - 1)
2eml(e- - 1)2 (e"o - I)(el'- 1)]
Ta(yj)(e"+wI - 1) (To + T1 ) (32)
Again in Eq. 32, (j = Tj/ra(,yj) (j = 0, 1). Obtaining the
second derivative of aR shows that, for both the on-phase
duration Tl and the off-phase duration To, there exists an
optimum value where the cellular responsiveness is maxi-
mum. The optimum value of Tj is determined by solving
Eq. 33
OaaR 2(To + T1) (e' - 1)(el+w - 1)
= 0
(j-(9rj;ra(,Yj) (e@'-'-I)e' (33)
for j = 0 and 1. If condition 33 is satisfied for j = 0 and 1
simultaneously, we obtain the optimal signal pattern
(4r* TC) which results in maximum cellular responsiveness
(see Fig. 9). The existence of this optimum does not
depend on the values of "yo and -y which determine the
amplitude of stimulation. The two conditions expressed
by Eq. 33 for j = 0 and 1 reduce then to the simpler Eqs.
34a and 34b:
cosh w0- 1
Pa =
cosh w, - I
(34a)
1 + 2 ( ° + w, vp) = cosh (wo + col), (34b)
where Pa = Ta(yl)/Ta(YO) and wj = Tj/Ta(Yj )(] = 0, 1)
Notice that Eq. 34a is the same as Eq. 30, which specifies
the value of ,B that maximizes the integrated activity aT.
By solving Eqs. 34a,b as indicated in the Appendix, we
obtain the optimum values of T0 and Tl for the square-
wave signal that elicits the highest cellular responsive-
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ness. In other words, for given parameter values of the
receptor system (ki, k_j, i = 1, 2) and for fixed signal , b
amplitude, Eqs. 34a,b determine both the optimum period C
T*(= o* + rf) and the optimum waveform (3*(= rT/3r) of
the stimulation pattern which elicit the "best" response to
100
repetitive stimulation.
In Fig. 9, the cellular responsiveness aR is plotted as a Z \*
function of ro and r1. The data clearly show the existence E
of an optimum stimulus pattern predicted by the above E
analysis. For the particular set of parameter values select- -
ed, the solution of Eqs. 34a,b yields To* 53.9 min,m r k 6.1
min (or T* t 60 min, * 0.1 13). Fig. 9 further indicates -I 0
that to maintain the cellular responsiveness aR within Desensitization porameter, k2(log)
10% from its maximum value, the duration of the on- and
off-phase of the stimulus should roughly be kept within
the ranges 32.6 min < r0 < 87.4 min for r1 = 4T, and 3.2
min <,l < 14.6 min for r0 = r4 The values of ro*and Trdo
not change significantly when the signal amplitude 6-y
comprises between 1 and 100 or more. When 65y decreases 2X0,
below unity, for the situation considered in Fig. 9, Tro and w a
1r progressively rise while the maximum cellular respon- c
siveness aR diminishes.
In Fig. 10 a, the optimal durations of on- (dashed 0 \
curve) and off- (solid curve) phases (Ti" and Tr¶) are 0
plotted as functions of the resensitization rate constant \
k-1. Changes in this parameter mainly induce changes in E
the optimal off-phase duration 4o, while T?remains nearly E
unchanged. In Fig. 10 b, the two quantities are plotted as o o
functions of the desensitization rate constant k2. In con- -_, _. _. _. _.
trast to the effect of k.1, changes in k2 alter the optimal 03-2 -I O
duration of both the on-phase and off-phase, but the Resensitization parameter, k_ I (log)
FIGURE 10. The optimum values of 4r (dashed curves) and To (solid
cc curves) are drawn as functions of the resensitization parameter k_, (a),
d ^ and as functions of the desensitization parameter k2 (b). Parameter
values are the same as in Fig. 8. The values of r4 and To are obtained
' from Eq. 34a, b as indicated in the Appendix.
CL
_variation range of -T is somehow larger. It appears,
o X 1 Y D o C _ therefore, that the specificity towards the duration of the
wooo on-phase of the periodic signal is primarily determined by
the time scale of receptor desensitization which is charac-
n. _ .x<Wo terized by k2 in the limit k2 >> k-2. Specificity towards the
duration of the off-phase is governed to a certain extent
PCrtte ; _ 4& by the time scale of receptor desensitization and, to a
larger degree, by the time scale of receptor resensitization
Sswhich is characterized by k-I under the condition k_ >>
tow0 k1.
FIGURE 9. Cellular responsiveness aR as a function of pulse duration , 4. Extension to more realistic
and pulse interval r0. Both 71 and r0 are drawn in logarithmic scale. At * . *
s
the height of the vertical axis aR is equal to 1.5. The quantity aR i forms of periodic stimuli
obtained according to Eq. 31. Parameter values a, (i 1, 2, 3, 4) are as All the above results were obtained for the square-wave
in Fig. 3, and k,, k_, (i 1, 2) are as in Fig. 7. idealization of the periodic stimulus given by Eq. 6 and
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depicted in Fig. 2. In physiological situations, the ligand
should decay exponentially, due to a finite half-life, rather
than being withdrawn suddenly (as in the square-wave)
after it is secreted. Such exponential decay of the stimulus
is observed in the experiments in which GnRH pulses are
injected in rhesus monkeys (Knobil, 1980).
We therefore consider now the more realistic periodic
stimulus defined by Eq. 35 (see also Fig. 11, bottom
panel):
y(t) = Ya if t = nT
,y(t) = ya exp (-(t-nT)/Td) if nT < t < (n + 1) T,
where T is the signal period, Td is the ligand half-life, Ta iS
the signal amplitude, and n = 0, 1, 2, ... denotes the
successive pulses in the repetitive stimulation. For a given
period and amplitude, the duration of stimulation, gov-
erned by A for the square-wave stimulus, is governed here
by parameter Td. The hypothesis of the instantaneous
injection implied by Eq. 35 corresponds to some protocols
for experiments with GnRH pulses (Badger et al., 1983),
and provides an idealization of the situation in which the
pulse is given over a brief but finite time (6 min every
hour in the experiments of Knobil (1980) with GnRH.
The signal given by Eq. 35 corresponds to the situation
where the ligand half-life Td is so short compared with the
signal period T that almost all ligand molecules are
depleted before the next secretion pulse comes. If this is
not the case, the level of the ligand at the height of
successive pulses will at first increase, because a constant
amount Ta is added at each pulse. We then have to
consider the more general stimulus defined by Eq. 36a
and b:
8(t) = Hy exp t
IYM = EYyaexp ( d) |= e
(36a)
(36b) ?
3
where ya is the amplitude of ligand secretion, y/ is the
maximum level of ligand at the beginning of each pulse; T
is the period of the signal, w T/-rd, n = 0, 1, 2, ...
represents the successive pulses in the repetitive stimula-
tion, and t is constrained in the range nT < t <
(n + 1)T.
After a transient, the stimulus given by Eq 36a,b will
reach a steady amplitude. Therefore, there exists an
adaptation process in the amplitude of the stimulus itself,
characterized by the adaptation time Td. For the adapted
signal (n oo), the maximum and minimum are deter-
mined by Eq. 37a and b:
= Ya
TYM M ~(37a)
E
Ln
Ymin = ymax e
-
=
-aee- (37b)
with
&y = 7Ymax - 'Ymnin = Ya- (37c)
In the limit w = TI'rd -. c, the stimulus given by Eq. 36a
and b reduces to the stimulus in Eq. 35.
As exemplified by the case of GnRH, for which Td and
T are of the order of a few minutes and an hour,
respectively (Knobil, 1980), the condition Td << T is
usually satisfied, so that we shall consider the signal given
by Eq. 35. A typical activity generated by this kind of
stimulus is shown in Fig. 11 (middle panel). Also shown
(upper panel) is the accompanying change in the total
fraction of desensitized receptor.
As in the case of square-wave stimulation, we define
the activity amplitude aM as the difference between the
400
Time (min)
800
FIGURE ii. Time evolution of the activity (middle panel) in response to
a periodic signal (Eq. 35) with exponential decay of the ligand (lower
panel). Also shown is the time evolution of the fraction of desensitized
receptor (Y + D)/RT (top panel). The parameters are the same as in
Fig. 3, but here T = 80 min; moreover, a = 20 and the half-life of the
ligand is taken as Td = 10 min. As in Fig. 3, the shaded area represents
the integrated activity "T. The dotted line in the middle panel denotes
the basal activity, a0.
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maximum activity and the basal one, and the integrated
activity aT as the area surrounded by the activity curve
above the basal activity line after adaptation (shaded area
in Fig. 1 1). We retain the measure aR, defined by Eq. 31,
for cellular responsiveness. No analytical expression can
be obtained for aR in the present situation, so that results
reported below were obtained by numerical simulations.
A dose-response curve for the periodic stimulus with
exponential decay is plotted in Fig. 12, where the inte-
grated activity aT is shown as a function of the stimulus
amplitude %a. As in Fig. 5, the curve extends over a broad
stimulus range, but there is a progressive decline in the
activity, because of desensitization.
For this more realistic periodic stimulus, an optimum
value of the degradation half-life of ligand Td exists, that
yields a maximum integrated activity (Fig. 13). This
shows that an optimum waveform can also be found here,
as in the case of square-wave stimulation (compare Fig.
13 with Fig. 7).
In Fig. 14, the cellular responsiveness aR is plotted as a
function of the period of the signal and the half-life of the
ligand. Again, as in Fig. 9, the data show the existence of
an optimum temporal pattern (T*, 4*) of the signal that
results in maximum responsiveness. For the parameter
values chosen in Fig. 9 for the receptor system, this
optimum occurs here for T* z 43.6 min, r * z 3.7 min. To
maintain cellular responsiveness within a deviation of less
than 10% from its maximum value, the period of signaling
and the half-life for ligand degradation should be kept
within the ranges: 30.5 min < T < 75.8 min for Td = 4r*,
and 2.0 min <Td < 5.1 min for T = T*. These results are
in good agreement with those obtained in the analysis of
square-wave stimulation, indicating that the square-wave
stimulus provides a satisfactory approximation to the
more realistic periodic signal. Moreover, the comparison
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FIGURE 13. Integrated activity aT in response to the signal with
exponential decay as a function of the half-life of the ligand, Td. Here
also, as in Fig. 7, an optimal pattern of stimulation characterized by an
optimum value of Td yielding maximum aT is observed. The parameter
values are the same as in Fig. 12, with y - 20.
of the responses to the two types of signals indicates that
the temporal specificity of the periodic stimulus is sharp-
ened when exponential decay of the ligand is taken into
account.
5. Application to experimental
systems and discussion
Many sensory and hormonal systems have the capability
of adapting to constant stimulation. Thus, when the
stimulus is increased in a stepwise manner, the target cell
displays a transient response as it returns to prestimulus
behavior, despite the fact that the level of stimulating
VIto
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0
0.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Amplitude of stimulus, 'Y (log)
FIGURE 14. Cellular responsiveness CaR (Eq. 31) as a function of the
period T and the half-life Td of the periodic signal with exponential
decay. Both T and Td are drawn in logarithmic scale; other parameter
values are as in Fig. 9. At the height of the vertical axis aR is equal to
2.03.
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FIGURE 12. Dose-response curve showing the adapted integrated activ-
ity aT as a function of the amplitude of the periodic signal with
exponential decay. The parameter values are: T - 60 min, Td - 1O min,
K, = 10, K2 - 0.1, c - K!/K2 - 100, k,- 0.003 min-', k2 - 0.5 min';
a, -20,a2= 1Ol,a3- 1O,a4= 1.
Ligond haltf-life , Td (10g)
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ligand has increased. Models based on receptor desensiti-
zation have been proposed to account for such a biphasic
response (Macnab and Koshland, 1972; Koshland, 1977;
Goldbeter and Koshland, 1982; Segel et al., 1986). Inter-
cellular communication, however, often proceeds in a
periodic manner. Here we have shown that cells also
adapt to periodic stimuli, and that there exists a pattern of
periodic stimulation that maximizes cellular responsive-
ness. These results suggest that besides the well-recog-
nized conformational specificity associated with the fit-
ting of the ligand to the receptor, there exists a temporal
specificity in intercellular communication, associated
with pulsatile patterns of stimulation.
To determine the effect of periodic stimulation, we
used the general framework of a receptor desensitization
model in which the different receptor states with or
without ligand generate a certain activity which is ulti-
mately linked to the cellular response (Segel et al., 1986).
The nature of the link was not made explicit but will be
discussed below. The desensitization considered in the
model may take different forms. Thus, it may represent
the transition to another conformational state, a process
of covalent modification, or a process of down-regulation
through receptor internalization.
We showed that a process of adaptation also accompa-
nies periodic stimulation: after a transient phase, the
amplitude of the receptor-generated activity indeed set-
tles at a reduced, constant (adapted) value. The rate and
magnitude of this adaptation were determined analyti-
cally for a square-wave signal, and a dose-response curve
was established as a function of such periodic stimulus.
This dose-response curve resembles the dose-response
curve obtained when the stimulus is given in the form of a
single stepwise increase in ligand.
The main result of our study is the demonstration of the
existence of a pattern of periodic stimulation that maxi-
mizes a quantity aR taken as a measure of cellular
responsiveness. This measure takes into account both the
number and the magnitude of activity pulses generated by
the periodic signal in a given time interval. For the
square-wave stimulus which is characterized by the dura-
tions of the on- and off-phases rl and ro, we obtained
analytically the couple of (-T, TI) values that maximizes
aR. In other words, there exists a unique value of the
stimulation period T, and of the ratio ,B = -r/r0 that
governs the waveform of the signal, that correspond to an
optimum in cellular responsiveness tYR. Similar results
were established with the more realistic periodic stimulus
in which exponential decay of the ligand is taken into
account. An optimum responsiveness is then produced by
a couple of particular values of the signal period and
half-life of ligand.
To what experimental systems does the present analy-
sis apply? Examples of periodic signaling in intercellular
communication range from the periodic generation of
cAMP pulses that control aggregation of Dictyostelium
discoideum amebas to pulsatile patterns of hormone
secretion. We shall examine in turn these two phenom-
ena.
Application to cAMP signaling in
Dictyostelium cells
In D. discoideum, the receptor for cAMP is desensitized
through reversible phosphorylation (Devreotes and Sher-
ring, 1985). A model based on this process of desensitiza-
tion has been presented by Martiel and Goldbeter (1987).
Besides accounting for autonomous oscillations of cAMP
and relay of suprathreshold cAMP pulses, these authors
also determined numerically the response of the signaling
system to repetitive, square-wave stimulation by extracel-
lular cAMP. Numerical simulations indicated that
cAMP synthesis by stimulated cells markedly depends on
the interval between successive stimuli.
The present analysis allows one to investigate in a more
systematic manner the effect of periodic stimulation by
cAMP pulses in Dictyostelium. The equations presented
here indeed permit to determine the pattern of square-
wave stimulation that yields the optimal cellular respon-
siveness. When taking the experimentally available
values for the rate constants governing receptor phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation (see last column of
Table II in the paper by Martiel and Goldbeter, 1987), we
obtain, by the procedure followed to generate Figs. 9 and
10, an optimal square-wave signal for which the on- and
off-phases last 3.8 and 5 min, respectively. This result
correlates well with the data obtained by Martiel and
Goldbeter (1987) in the model for cAMP signaling. In
Fig. 15 of their paper, two series of stimuli of 5-min
duration were considered, spaced by 5 and 1 min, respec-
tively. The first periodic stimulus produced a nearly
maximum response, in contrast to the second stimulus of
higher frequency. This is in agreement with the present
results, since the 5 min on-, 5 min off-stimulus is very
close to the optimum square-wave signal determined in
the present model which is closely related to that consid-
ered by Martiel and Goldbeter (1987).
In applying our results to cAMP signaling in Dictyoste-
lium, we have to remember that under physiological
conditions, these cells become excitable prior to aggrega-
tion as they amplify suprathreshold cAMP pulses in a
pulsatory manner. The effect of periodic stimulation of
such excitable cells is likely to differ somewhat from that
produced by stimulation of nonexcitable cells. Indeed,
whereas the latter only possess a relative refractory
period, the former are also characterized by an absolute
refractory period (Martiel and Goldbeter, 1987). As a
result, the optimum interval between successive stimuli is
likely to be larger in the case of excitable cells.
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In the experiments of Wurster (1982), however, the
amebas did not necessarily acquire yet the excitable
response. Therefore our present results provide an expla-
nation for Wurster's findings on the effectiveness of
cAMP pulses delivered every 5 min, as compared to that
of pulses delivered every 2 min, in promoting cell differen-
tiation. On the other hand, the optimal pattern of repeti-
tive stimulation of nonexcitable cells determined here
could be tested experimentally, using the technique of
constant stimulation by controlled cAMP signals devel-
oped by Devreotes and Steck (1979) for D. discoideum
cells.
Application to periodic hormonal
signaling: the effect of GnRH pulses on
pituitary cells
Our results may also apply to the periodic patterns of
secretion observed for an increasing number of hormones
(Wagner and Filicori, 1987). The episodic release of
GnRH with a frequency close to one pulse per hour by the
hypothalamus in men and women is the prototype of
periodic hormone signaling. The GnRH signal induces
the periodic release of the luteinizing hormone (LH) and
follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) by the pituitary.
These gonadotropin hormones play an essential role in the
control of gonadal development in both males and
females, and in the control of ovulation in the latter
(Crowley et al., 1985). Although an increasing number of
other hormones are found to be secreted periodically into
the circulation, the GnRH-induced release of LH and
FSH still remains the best-studied example of periodic
hormone signaling.
Knobil and co-workers (Belchetz et al., 1978; Knobil,
1980; Wildt et al., 1981; Pohl et al., 1983) have conducted
in vivo studies on rhesus monkeys subjected to hypotha-
lamic lesions that suppress the autonomous signal of
GnRH. Their experiments showed that continuous addi-
tion of GnRH is unable to induce the sustained release of
LH and FSH, while a GnRH signal with the physiological
frequency of one pulse per hour is capable to produce the
normal secretion of gonadotropin hormones. Moreover,
periodic GnRH signals with higher or lower frequencies
such as two pulses per hour or one pulse per 2 h, also fail
to produce the physiological effect. These results led
Knobil (1980, 1981) to stress the importance of the
temporal pattern of stimulation in the responsiveness of
target cells to hormonal stimulation. This factor has now
been incorporated into therapeutic programs leading to
the restoration of ovulation in previously infertile women
suffering from abnormal GnRH secretion (Leyendecker
et al., 1980; Reid et al., 1981). Periodic injection of
GnRH pulses is also used in males for treatment of a
variety of physiological disorders (Santoro et al., 1986;
Wagner, 1985). The present results provide a theoretical
framework for comprehending these clinical observations
on the importance of the temporal pattern of hormone
signaling for target cell responsiveness.
Furthermore, McIntosh and McIntosh (1986) have
obtained experimental data which are directly relevant to
the present analysis. Rather than studying the effect of
pulsatile signals of GnRH in vivo, these authors deter-
mined the effect of periodic stimuli in perifused sheep
pituitary cells. The initial goal of their study was to show
that varying the pattern of periodic stimulation by GnRH
does not alter the ratio of LH and FSH released by the
cells. In that study, square-wave stimuli were used, with
varying amplitude and durations of the on- and off-
phases. These stimuli are identical to those considered
here, which are characterized by the amplitude b6y = yj-
'yo and the durations r, and r0 of the on- and off-phases,
respectively.
The above theoretical predictions compare well with
the results of McIntosh and McIntosh (1986) on several
counts. First, when determining the effect of the ampli-
tude of the stimulus for a given temporal pattern of
stimulation, i.e., at fixed rl and ro, they found that the
response, as measured by the release of LH and FSH,
increases with the GnRH dose but only up to a point, as
the response saturates and even slightly decreases when
the concentration of GnRH reaches 8.5 x 10-9 M.
Dose-response curves published by a number of authors
show that the concentration of GnRH yielding half-
maximal release of LH and FSH ranges from about 5 x
1010 (Keri et al., 1983) to 5 x 10-9 M (Conn et al.,
1987). In our study, the dose-response curve of Fig. 5
indicates that the normalized ligand concentration corre-
sponding to half-maximal activity is around y = 1. In
their experiments, McIntosh and McIntosh (1986) used a
maximum ligand level which corresponds to y values from
1.7 to 17 in our study, depending on the value considered
for the midpoint of the dose-response curve. As indicated
in Figs. 5 and 12, the integrated activity begins to saturate
and even decline when y rises above 10. We therefore find
good agreement with the experimental results and would
predict that GnRH levels higher than 8.5 x 10-9 M in the
experimental system should induce a further decrease in
response, owing to the phenomenon of desensitization.
The second result of the experimental study to which
our analysis can directly be related bears on the influence
of the durations rT and T0 of the GnRH signal on LH and
FSH release. McIntosh and McIntosh (1986) considered
the values of 2, 5, and 10 min for the stimulus duration Tl,
and the values of 2, 10, 20, 30, 40,60, and 120 min for the
off-phase interval T0. For each TI, separate experiments
were carried out for four of the above values of r0, over a
total duration of 480 min. The results allow to compare
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the effect of ro at a given value of rl, and the effect of rl at
fixed ro value. The integrated release of LH and FSH
always augmented for increasing pulse interval r0, at
given duration of stimulation Tl. For a fixed interval
between pulses, there was a value of rl, among those
considered, that produced a larger response. The authors
used their data to construct a three-dimensional diagram
showing the amount of gonadotropin released per unit of
GnRH as a function of both pulse duration (rl) and pulse
interval (X0). Although the diagram contains a limited
number of points, it indicates a trend for the existence of
an optimal pattern of stimulation. Thus, the largest
response is obtained for r, = 2 min and r0 = 40 min. When
the amount of gonadotropin released is not normalized,
the maximum amount secreted occurs for = 5 min, T0 =
60 min. These values are very close to those obtained in
Knobil's experiments in the rhesus monkey (Knobil,
1980), and to the data of Fig. 9 in the present paper. Our
result of rT = 6 min, To = 54 min for the optimal pattern
was obtained for a choice of parameter values that was in
a certain measure arbitrary; in the absence of experimen-
tal values for the parameters characterizing desensitiza-
tion on a fast time scale, these parameter values were
taken so as to yield good agreement with the optimal
pattern of GnRH stimulation in vivo, which is one 6-min
stimulation every hour (Knobil, 1980; Wildt et al.,
1981).
Another set of experimental results to which our analy-
sis can be compared are those obtained by Liu and
Jackson (1984) who studied the effect of periodic GnRH
pulses on rat anterior pituitary cells in vitro. The experi-
mental curves obtained by these authors with GnRH
pulses of varying amplitude and frequency all showed the
progressive decline and eventual stabilization of the
amplitude of LH release that are demonstrated in Figs. 3
and 11.
In comparing our analysis with the effect of GnRH
pulses on gonadotropin release, we rely on the observation
that the latter response undergoes desensitization upon
prolonged incubation of gonadotropes with GnRH (Ad-
ams et al., 1986; Conn et al., 1987). The molecular
processes responsible for desensitization have not yet been
fully identified. Moreover, it is possible that several
processes, possibly characterized by different time
courses, contribute to the observed effect. One such
process is that of down-regulation, which occurs within
1-3 hours in cell cultures (Conn et al., 1984), but much
more slowly in vivo where receptor loss is seen only after 6
h (see, for example, Adams et al., 1986). Desensitization
due to depletion of LH and FSH intracellular stores has
also been invoked, but desensitization can occur in the
absence of gonadotropin release (Jinnah and Conn, 1986)
so that it likely involves some uncoupling of the GnRH
receptor from the release response. The precise mecha-
nism of this uncoupling is not yet known, but its existence
is also supported by other studies (Smith and Vale, 1981;
Badger et al., 1983; Adams et al., 1986).
Our analysis suggests that to obtain an optimal stimu-
lus with the characteristics of the GnRH signal observed
both in vivo and in vitro, the process of desensitization
should be relatively fast, with a half-life of the order of
1-2 min, and the process of resensitization in the absence
of ligand should be slower, with a half-life of the order of
30 min. Is there any experimental evidence supporting
such fast desensitization process? Experiments with pitui-
tary cells in culture indicate that the release response to a
step increase in GnRH immediately rises at the onset of
stimulation and shortly thereafter undergoes a biphasic
decrease, resulting in a brief peak with a half-life of the
order of 1-2 min, and a slower decline with a half-time of
the order of hours (Naor et al., 1982; Zilberstein et al.,
1983). The fast initial decline in gonadotropin release
might result from the depletion of a readily available pool
of LH and FSH stored in vesicles close to the cell
membrane (Naor et al., 1982). Another possibility, not
demonstrated so far, could be that this initial decrease
results from some transition of the GnRH receptor into a
state uncoupled from the physiological response. Resensi-
tization upon removal ofGnRH should bring the receptor
back into its active state in less than 1 h. No experimental
evidence for a resensitization process characterized by
such time course has been obtained. The recovery from
refractoriness that follows the removal of a constant
GnRH signal has a half-time of 48 h (Adams et al.,
1986). This time course, which probably originates from
the recovery from down-regulation, is much too slow to
account for the efficiency of GnRH pulses delivered with
circhoral frequency.
The present results may thus be taken as suggestive of a
reversible process of receptor desensitization taking place
in minutes for the GnRH-induced transition into the
desensitized state, and in close to 1 h for the reverse
transition. This process could correspond to a simple
conformational change, or to some kind of covalent
modification, e.g., reversible phosphorylation. Evidence
in favor of such conjecture is provided by a number of
sensory or hormonal systems in which desensitization is
associated with receptor modification. Thus, adaptation
in bacterial chemotaxis is associated with receptor meth-
ylation (Koshland, 1979; Springer et al., 1979), whereas
receptor phosphorylation appears to underlie adaptation
of the cAMP synthesis triggered by ligand binding to the
cAMP receptor in D. discoideum (Devreotes and Sher-
ring, 1985; Klein et al., 1985) and to the f3-adrenergic
receptor in turkey erythrocytes (Sibley et al., 1984).
Besides providing a link with other sensory and hormonal
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systems, this putative desensitization through covalent
modification of the GnRH receptor, taking place in
minutes, would provide a molecular basis for the optimal
induction of gonadotropin release by 6 min-GnRH pulses
applied with a circhoral frequency.
The effectiveness of such periodic signal, seen in vivo
(Belchetz et al., 1978; Knobil, 1980; Wildt et al., 1981)
and in vitro (Smith and Vale, 1981; Liu and Jackson,
1984; McIntosh and McIntosh, 1986; Badger et al., 1983)
indeed implies the existence of an adaptation mechanism
that is faster than the progressive decline in gonadotrope
responsiveness observed in hours upon GnRH stimula-
tion. Additional factors could, however, play a role in
desensitization. Thus, some observations point to the
existence of a post-receptor desensitization mechanism
(Smith et al., 1983). The binding of GnRH to the
receptor might trigger, for example, the synthesis of an
intracellular inhibitor of the release reaction. The effect
of such putative process on the response to periodic
stimuli in the present model is currently under investiga-
tion. Preliminary results show that an optimal pattern of
periodic stimulation is also obtained in these conditions.
Another factor not considered here is the influence of
GnRH stimuli on the GnRH receptor concentration.
Besides the long-term down-regulation owing to the loss
of receptor by internalization, a transient process of
up-regulation has been observed. This "priming" effect
(Pickering and Fink, 1977) is associated with protein
synthesis and may involve the production of new receptor
molecules (Clayton, 1982). Such priming by GnRH
explains why the second and third responses to GnRH
pulses are often larger than the response to the first pulse
(McIntosh and McIntosh, 1986). Incorporation of
GnRH-induced receptor synthesis and internalization
into the model would account for the observed phenomena
of up- and down-regulation. These aspects of the response
will only modulate the influence of the stimulation pat-
tern, without altering significantly the conclusion of the
present study based on a constant receptor level, since
down-regulation is a long-term event whereas up-regula-
tion is only transient.
In applying the present results to the effect of cAMP
pulses on cAMP secretion in Dityostelium and to that of
GnRH pulses on gonadotropin release by pituitary cells,
the question arises as to the link between the activity
generated in the model by ligand binding and the physio-
logical responses. In the case of Dictyostelium, activation
of adenylate cyclase upon binding of cAMP to the recep-
tor involves a GTP-binding protein (Van Haastert, 1987).
The activity coefficients in Eq. 1 provide a global measure
of the coupling constants of the liganded and unliganded
receptor states with this protein and adenylate cyclase
(Segel et al., 1986; Barchilon and Segel, 1988). It would
be difficult to carry the analysis of adaptation to periodic
stimuli in a model such as that proposed by Martiel and
Goldbeter (1987) in which some steps of this activation
process are considered in more detail. It is reassuring that
the predictions of the present, simple receptor desensitiza-
tion model as to the optimal pattern of periodic stimula-
tion are in good agreement with the numerical simula-
tions performed on the more detailed model for cAMP
signaling based on receptor desensitization.
For gonadotropin release, experiments indicate that
binding of GnRH to the receptor on pituitary cells
triggers an influx of calcium ions that eventually leads to
LH and FSH secretion (Conn et al., 1987). In this system,
the activity A(t) would yield a measure of the quantity of
calcium entering the cell upon stimulation and, subse-
quently, of the quantity of gonadotropin released. The
activity coefficients could then represent the conduc-
tances of the four receptor states which would behave as
ion channels.
Besides the GnRH system, the present approach should
apply to other hormones which are secreted periodically
into the circulation (Wagner and Filicori, 1987). For
these hormones too, periodic, pulsatile signaling should
represent an optimal mode of intercellular communica-
tion (Goldbeter, 1988). The present results show that
each periodic signal will be characterized by an optimal
pattern yielding maximum responsiveness of target cells.
This pattern will be determined by the kinetic properties
that underlie desensitization of the receptor specific for
the ligand. To the specificity attached to the chemical
nature of the ligand, periodic signaling thus adds tempo-
ral specificity. The periodic pattern of stimulation intro-
duces new modes of control as it permits to modulate both
the magnitude and frequency of the signal in intercellular
communication. Such modulation by steroid hormones or
neurotransmitters is used in the reproductive system both
during the ovarian cycle (Karsch, 1987) and during
gonadal maturation leading to puberty (Reiter and
Grumbach, 1982).
Frequency specificity is by no means restricted to
communication between unicellular organisms such as
Dictyostelium amebas or between different types of cells
within a given organism. In fact, recent observations
suggest that frequency encoding might also be used for
intracellular signaling based on calcium oscillations trig-
gered by external stimulation (Woods et al., 1987; Ber-
ridge et al., 1988). Besides the examples mentioned above
and the frequency coding in neural processes, periodic
stimuli of appropriate frequency appear to play a signifi-
cant role in communication by means of pheromones or
bioluminescence in insects (Bossert, 1968; Conner, 1985;
Conner et al., 1985; Lloyd, 1983). Temporal specificity
also extends to periodic auditory stimuli. Thus, the fre-
quency of the courtship song of the male varies in
different species of Drosophila and serves as a recognition
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factor for the female of the corresponding species (Kyria-
cou and Hall, 1986). It would therefore appear that as far
as periodic signaling of specific frequency is concerned,
certain cells communicate like male flies sing to females
of their species.
where
a2 - B
k2 k1[(a2 - al)KI + a2- a4]
a,-B k2(al-a4)
k,
APPENDIX
A.1 Steady-state solution and
exact adaptation
For a given value of L, the system described by Eq. 2 with the constraint
of Eq. 3 always approaches a steady (adapted) state which is determined
by:
K(L)C = 0. (A.1)
By solving Eq. A. 1, we obtain the following relations:
J 8 kir, - k1d, = k-2 - k2X, (A.2a)
J m Lkdd - k-dy. = k-,x, - Lkr,
J =J'
(A.2b)
(A.2c)
where the subscript s denotes the concentrations at steady state.
Substituting Eq. 3 into these relations, we obtain the steady-state
concentrations
r,= (K1 + Ok1')ds
XS5 (ycK2 - Ok-' - Ok-dK2)ds
Ys= (yc - Ok-2)d.
ds {(l + KI) + yc(1 + K2)
+ 0[k- - k- - k,'(1 + K2)] h', (A.3)
and B a,(y 0) - (a,Kj + a4)/(KI + 1); and k, k, +
k- - 1, 2). Condition A.5b is satisfied when the constraint of detailed
balance applies to the receptor box; this particular condition does not
necessarily hold when the detailed balance condition fails to apply to the
rate constants appearing in the receptor box, e.g., in the case of covalent
modification (Segel et al., 1986; Waltz and Caplan, 1987). In the latter
case, condition A.5c instead of A.5b should supplement condition A.5a
to ensure exact adaptation.
A.2 Solution for the case of a step
increase in signal
Under the assumption of instantaneous ligand binding, the balance
between the liganded and unliganded receptor states is always in
equilibrium. Therefore the relations
(A.7)x(t) = yr(t); y(t) = ycd(t)
always hold. Thus, we have (Segel et al., 1986)
Y yc_ D, d =
I
DI + C I ++yc
X= (1 -D), r= l (1 -D),
I1+ Y I+ Y
(A.8a)
(A.8b)
where D -y + d; R- - D - X + r. Therefore, if we know the value of
D, we know all the concentration values from these relations.
The solution for the case of a step increase in ligand from some initial
level to y is:
D(t; Di, 'y) = D,(y) + [Di - D.(-I)] exp (-t/Tr(y)), (A.9)
where
0 yk2(CK2 - Kl)
I + k2(K2k-z + k-z + ykj1) (A.4)
and KR m k-,Ik,, KD k-d/kd, K k_,/k,(i 1, 2),y L/KR, c
KR/KD. When detailed balance applies, c K,/K2 so that 0 0, and eq.
A.3 takes a much simpler form.
A necessary but not sufficient condition for exact adaptation is (see
also Segel et al., 1986):
a2- a3 k.2
a,-a4 kal, (A.5a)
To obtain exact adaptation, this condition has to be suppleme
either (Segel et al., 1986)
J =0, i.e., K1 = cK2
or
= 1,
where D,(y) and r.(y) are defined by Eqs. 8 and 11, Di is the initial value
of D. Substituting Eq. A.9 into the definition of the activity and
remembering that R - D, we obtain
a = Ra + Db - a - (a - b)D = a - PD
= a - PD, - P[D; - D.] exp (-t/r,('y)), (A.10)
where a, b, and P are defined by Eqs. 13 and 10. Thus the activity
generated by a step increase in ligand is finally given by Eq. A.1 1:
a(t; a;, y) = a(7y) - P(y) [D-, - Ds('y)]
* exp (-t/Ta(f)). (A.11)
The steady-state activity a,(-y) is equal to the basal activity a,("y = 0) if
the system obeys the exact adaptation conditions.
A.3 Solution for the case of a
(A.5b) square-wave periodic signal
For the square-wave stimulus (6), the solution of system (2) is given by
Eq. 7 where the functions O7's, given below, are obtained by recur-
(A.5c) rence.
LiadGlbtrFeunySeifct 4
(A.6)
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For the on-phase:
01=D= (y,)-
= D,(yl) - Q(e1y, yo) e |
+ Q(yl, yo) e-'^'@')
For n> 2
07 = D5('y1) - Q(1y, yo) eWI
+ Q(yl, to) e-(n 1)("+wl) -Qe-(n-1)(&+wj)-w,
1 e-(n-2)(&V+w1)
+ Q(yi, mo)(I- 1 -
corresponding maximum of a(t) is a(y,) - P(,) 0;. Finally Eq. A.14
yields the characteristic time rp of this adaptation process. Thus, we
obtain the equations describing the progressive decrease in the maxi-
mum amplitude of a(t) and the progressive increase in the correspond-
ing minimum amplitude of D(t) (see the dotted curves in Fig. 3):
Dt = 0- + [D3(y = 0) - Oo] exp (--)
=p
at = a(-y,) -P('YI)D'
(A.12a)
For the off-phase:
°o = D(5yo) + Q(1y, yO)e-o -Qje (d+')
For n 2 2
°o = Ds(Yo) + Q(vyl, yo)e" -Q- e
1 -e-(n- )(,o+wl)
-Q(, yo)(I-ewoe e-(co+0) e(wo+@') (A.12b)
where wj rj/lr(-yj)(j = 0, 1); Q(-Yi, vo) D3('yl) - D,(yo); Q; a
D.(1) - Di.
We notice that if yo = 0, Qi = Q('yi, yo); in this case, the above
equations take the simpler form:
On = DA(N0) + Q(y,, yo)Go(I - e-n(.+.')) (A.13a)
°o = D.(,y) - Q(yj, yo)G,(l-en(w
- Q(,yi, yo)e-'(,+Ol
= - Ds(yl) - Q(y yo)G,
-Q(-Yl, -) ef,t+w I- (+,)
(A.16a)
(A.16b)
The adaptation rate given by Eq. 16 is obtained from the definition
(15) and from Eq. 12 as
For~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n _h of-naeAn _I°_-°
I on+ I n'
e(n2)(c+ ') [Qi(l- e-("+'0'1) - Q(e,Y'Yo)(l -
e( )(+ l)[Q -(1 e-( -+l))- Q(,y, 'yo)(I
=eft+; (A. 17a)
00__ n-_
0 01on+ on
e-(n- 1)(rw+,wj) [Qi(l - e-(+@'w)) -Q(,yl,,yo)(I e-1)]
e(n- +'(+ ) [Q --('"+w'))
-Q(,y,,yzo)(I -e-")]
elO+wl. (A.17b)
A.4 Equations yielding the optimal
waveform and frequency
The optimal waveform jl* yielding maximum integrated activity is
determined by Eq. 30. The latter equation can be cast into the following
(A.13b) form:
@0 = In (f(w,)),for n > 2, with (A.18)
where
- et+@ - e1G=eQv+&l - I ' (A.13c)
We immediately see that the time needed for the adaptation in the
amplitudes of D and a is
T = (A. 14)
0IO + WI
In the limit n - oo (or t- oo), Eqs. A. 12 and A. 13 reduce to the same
asymptotic (adapted) forms:
0- = D,(yo) + Q(,yi, yo )Go
f(wl) = Pa(COsh wi - 1) + 1
+ Vpa(cosh w, - 1) [p,(coshw - 1) + 2]. (A. 19)
Remembering that wo T/[Ta(7o)(I + fl)] and w, T,l
[Ta(-Yi)(I + a)], Eq. A.18 can be transformed into the following one-
dimensional iterate map:
Tra (YO) 1.
In Tfln
n((T(Yil)(I + fn
(A.20)
(A.1 5a)
Oo = D.(-y) - Q(yl, ,yo )GI (A.15b)
Substituting A. 15a,b into Eq. 7a,b, we obtain the asymptotic expres-
sions for D, (t) and a,Q) given by Eq. 18a,b.
To describe the approach to the adapted state, we note, from Eq. 8,
that the initial minimum of D(t) is D,(y = 0), and the first maximum of
a(t) is (according to Eq. A.10) a(,y) P('y,)D,(y 0). Eq. A.15
indicates that the asymptotic (adapted) minimum of D(t) is Oo, and the
The fixed point of Eq. A.20 obtained by numerical iteration is the
solution of Eq. A. 18.
The optimal pattern of signaling that elicits maximum cellular
responsiveness is determined by Eq. 34. Noticing that Eq. 34a is
identical to Eq. 30, it can therefore be transformed into Eq. A.18.
Substituting Eq. A. 18 into Eq. 34b, we obtain
g(w,) = h(w,), (A.21)
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where:
in (f(wl))2g(i) 1 + 2( Vf + I); (A.22a)
h(w1) cosh (In (f(wl)) + w1). (A.22b)
Solving Eq. A.21 numerically by finding the w, value for which the
equality of the two sides holds, we obtain 4*. Substituting that value into
Eq. A.18, yields wo, and, finally, (Ti, 4r*) or (T, ,*).
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